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Objectives for August 29. 1991 to November 2_, 1991

1. Conduct preliminary plumbing experiments on the flat flame burner with and without
coal feed.

2. Set-up water cooled, and iso-kinetic sampling system.

Activities During August 29, 1991 to November 28, 1991

1. Video imaging system which includes camera, frame grabber software, etc. has been
ordered while the computer for handling the image data is being ordered. Equipments
are expected to be delivered by January 1992.

Flat flame burner setup is not yet complete. With Part II of Review under completion
(by December 1991), the experiment is expected to progress rapidly during the next
quarter.

The fiat flame burner operation regimes have been identified. Appropriate rotameters
have been selected. Appendix A-1 briefly describes the proposed set up and presents the
regimes of operation of the burner. Appendix A-2 presents a brief schematic of the set
up with video-imaging system. Appendix B describes the model of a cylindrical cloud
and presents results on ignition z_ld combustion of coal cloud. These ,model results will
be verified with the experimental set up described in Appendix A.

2. The water-cooled iso-kinetic sampling has not yet been constructed.

3. A paper on "Group Effects on Fuel NOx Emission" has been presented at ASME -
Winter annual meeting. Two articles were submitted to journals for publications. They
are under review. An article on interactive behavior will be presented at ASME-ETCE
meeting (January 1992).

Objectives for November 29, 1992 to February_ 28, 1992

1. Submit the manuscript on Part II of review article.

2. Complete the experimental set up with the video-imaging system.

3. Obtain preliminary data on combustion of coal streams.
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APPENDIX A-I 1

I I. Flat Fl_ns B_nsz Operation Re_imos

, ,

The Flat Flame Burner is a pre-mixed burner used for studies

of combustion, flame propagation and energy related research. It

consists of a sintered porous bronze (or 316 S.S) water cooled

burner surrounded by a sintered porous shroud rlnq for the

introduction of a shielding gas (nitrogen), both enclosed in a

precision machined housing assembly with connections for water

cooling, research gas, and shroud gas Fig. 1

For our project, the Flat Flame Burner is to be modified such that

a coal injection tube will be added to the system. This tube will '

enable our system to behave as a fuel cell with coal being burned

under stoichiometric, rich and lean conditions. Fig.2

The main objective of our work is to obtain a specific

velocity of the resulting flame and to maintain this flame

consistent throughout the experiment. To optimize our work,

theoretical study has been conducted relating the flow rate of the

premixed gas (gas+air), stoichiometric coal mass flow rate.,

interparticle distance of the coal particles, number of particles

and the max. coal mass flow rate needed to maintain a specific

ve]ocity. Runs were made for velocities of 1.5,2.0,2.5, and 3.0

RESULTS

Results were obtained using the following equations:
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Fig. 2. Flat Flame Burner without Coal Injector (McKenna)
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( Flat Flame Burner Equations

Used Coal CH_20_N0_S

d_=. 0045 m

_=64xI04 m

d_.66 m

?_.=13 O0 kg/m _

Y_=. 1

Coef. 02= 2.44

fw=1.okg/m3

(I) V_*A._

(2) _ = Q*P.

J

(4) Stoich. Coal Flow ( m=a Stoich ) ffima/coef. 02

(5) Max. Coal Flow ( _ max ) = _*m_ stoich

(6) m_= (3.142/4)*(d_)'*V.*n*3 142._'/6"P_.
t

(7) n = m_*3.52xlO14/V_ kg/s
%

n = m_*5.83xlOg/V_ g/rain

(8) L = (6x. 74/3. 142xn) '_

L/a = (1.4/n) I_/32xI04



Table (I) summarizes results obtained at the four different

velocities while varying the equivalence ratio (actual F/A over

stoichiometric F/A) for each run from 2.0 to .03.

DISCUSSION

Figure (3) illustrates Max. Coal Mass Flow Rate Vs.

Interparticle distance (I/a) at velocities of 1.5,2.0,2.5, and 3.0

m/s. The obtained relationship can be best described as Inversely

proportional with a polynomial behavior. This behavior is due to

the fact that as coal mass flow rate increases with increasing coal

injection, the particles get packed more closely and hence the

interparticle distance gets smaller and smaller. Also, at

stoichiometric conditions, max coal mass flow rate is 15.13 g/sin.

at a velocity of 1.5 m/sec. However, at 2.0,2.5 and 3.0 n/s, max

coal mass flow rate becomes 20.20, 25.22 and 30.28 g/mln.

respectively. This suggests a directly proportional relationship as

expected. Figure (_) shows Max. Coal Mass Flow Rate Vs. Number of

Particles per m3 at velocities of 1.5,2.0,2.5, and 3.0 s/s. A llnear

relationship is observed here. At a specific velocity, the number

of particles is increased with increasing the coal injection thus

suggesting a directly proportional relationship. An interesting

observation is the fact that at stoichiometric conditions, the

number of particles is irrelevant of the injection velocity unlike

max. coal mass flow rate which is dependent on the injection

velocity.

Figures (_) and {6) shows the equivalence ratio _ Vs.



V inj O flow m flow m 02 m coalslom coalm EQV. l:_tlNo._ Par

( (m/s) (m/s) (_min) (g/min) (g/min) (g/rain) O (x10r'}
1.5 0.000513 369,36 36,94 15,14 30,28 2 11,76

22,7 1,5 8,82
15,13 1 5.9
7.57 0.5 2.95
3.78 0,25 1.48
1,9 0,15 0.74
O.46 O.03 O,178

2 0.00684 492.48 49.25 20.18 40.37 2 11,76
3O.3 1.5 8.82
20.2 1 5,9
10.09 0,5 2.95
5.04 0.2_r 1.48
2.52 0.15 0.74
0,6 0.03 0.178

2.5 0.00855 615.6 61.56 25.23 50.46 2 11.76
37.82 1,5 8.82
25.22 1 5.9
12.61 0.5 2.95
6.31 0.25 1.48
3,16 0,15 0.74

J

0.76 0.03 0.178
3 0.01026 738.72 73.87 30.28 60.55 2 11.76

45.42 1,5 8.82
30.28 1 5.9
15.14 0.5 2.95
7.57 0.25 1.48
3.78 0.15 0.74
0.91 0.03 0,178

i



InterDarticle Distance I/a, and the equlvalence ratio Vs. Number of

( Particles per m3 respectively. As expected, increasing 0 will

decrease the interparticle spacing since the number of particles is

increased thus packing the particles more closely, lt is worth to

note that this behavior is consistent for the four different

velocities.
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2. Experimental Description

This researchprojectinvolvesthe determinationof the combustion

characteristicsofa cylindricalstreamof coalparticles.Usingan imagingsysteM,we

shouldbeabletoverifyourtheoreticalmodelwhich suggestsa doubleflameformation

(innerand outer)atlocationX.Xasa resultofcoalcombustionina flatflamebur_r

(shownintheattachedschematicP,'.9.7,)

']'heFlatFlan_eBurnerisa pre-mixedburnerusedforstudiesofcombustion,

flamepropagationandenergyrelatedresearch,ltconsistsofa sinteredporousshroud

ringfortheintroductionof a sheildinggas (nitrogen),bothenclosedina precision

machinedhousingassemblywithconnectionsfoI watercooling,researchgas,and

shroudgas.Forourproject,theFlatFlame Burnerhasbeenmodifiedtoincludea coal

J injection system.

Coal particles are to be fed with air or N2 gas injected at 300 K into hot gas at

1500 K. Coal relea_gases which ignite away from cloud boundary as shown in the

sketch. Once ignited, flame prolxt_tes towards the cloud Ix_dary and then splits up

into two flames I andO. Coal particles will be sucked at the top througha water cooled

probe at a certain velocity to maintain the cylindrical slmpe of the cloud.

The instantam_us shape of the flame between WW and YY will be recorded

using a video camera. We will use this recording later for image Frocessing. Thus,the

camera should be able to focus on the central plane of cylindrical cloud with a depth of

focus less than 1/32" for the system shown here._ F,'_. _
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Group Ignition and Combustion of a Cylindrical Cloud of Coal Particles

I,. Introduction

Previously a model has been developed to simulate the group ignition and combustion of a spherical cloud of

pulverized coal and char particles. Results have been obtained for the ignition and combustion of such • cloud. The

advantagesof sphericalcloudmodelare thatthe burningrateof densecloudyof charparliclestendstothe

combustionrateofa largeisolatedparticleofsame sizeascloudbutwithmassdensityequaltocloudma_ density;

Futhersteadystat_solutioncanbereadilyobtained.Whilethesphericalgroupcombustionmodelisconvenientto

obtainsimplifiedr_sultsundersteadystateconditions,itisverydifficulttosimulateexperimentally,On theother

hand, experimentscouldbe performedwitha cylindricalstreamofcoalparticles.Thus thecylindricalgroup

combustionmodel ismore usefulm intcrpre.tingtheexpcrimenuddataobtainedwitha monosizcdstreamof

particles.Hence,presentworkdealswiththegroupcombustionofacylindricalcloudofcoalparticles.Conservation

equationsarepresentedformass,species,and energy.Numericalsolutionsarethenpre.scnt_fortheignitiontime,

group burningrateand flamestructure.The model assumesthattheparticlesarepoint_.

2.:Conservation Equatiom

2,1. The M_

Consider a cloudy of uniformly distributed coal particles of radius 'a' within a cylinder of radius 'R_' (Fig. 1),

If this cloud is placed in a hot furnace, a thermal wave propagates from the ambience into cloud. The bulk gas

temperature increases which in turn supplies heat to the particles. When the temperature of the particles reaches the
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pyrolysis level, "I'hertml decompmition of eml occurs rcic.using votatiles. The volatlles dif,Sase into the bulk gas

zone establishing a mixture of volittlea tad oxyg=l ha the bulk gis. If the cloua is dense, then homogeneous ignition
,,

may occur provided that the gas phai, temperature is high enough. 0n the other hand, if the cloud is dilute, a

flams_ble mixture in the gas phase raay not be rort'ned and the carbon m the coal re.acts with the oxygen adjacent

tO the particles resulting m heterogeneous ignition. Thus, the ignition mode may _l either homogeoeous or

beler0geneous depending upon the denseness of the cloud, lt is assumed that ali gas phase chemical reaction for

volatiles and CO occur by a single step globe reaction. The reaction included in the present analysis are as follows:

a,) HomogeneousReaction

C + 1/20_ -"* CO

b,) Pyrolysis via Competing Reaction
.t

,,;,,, /ctl Volatiles-I + (1-.a,)C

CO_

"_ an VoLatil_-ll + (l.-aa)C

where cfu = 2,0ii
i

c,) Homogeneous (Gas Phase) Reactions

CO + 1/202 4 CO:

Volatiles (V) + O2 "_ VO-2

2,2, Dimensi0nal Form

A, Mass

Assuming cylindrical syma_try, the equation of continuity in cylindrical coordinates ts given as (Fig, 1)

I
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Whorl)
r

p is the gas phasedensity,

t is time,

r is the radialdistance fromthe cloudcenter,

ur is the gas velocity in the radialdirection,

@_ is the gas phasevolumetricmasssouce term, = dm

n is numberof particlesper unit volume,

±=_+_

fi_,is volume liberationrate evtluatedwithcompeting pyralysis model, and

ti_ is carbonnmss loss rate evaluatedwith heterogeneous reaction model

According to the competingre..actio_model

where

d_v,i= aikvjm_., i=I,11

kv._= l_,_exp(-Ev./RJ'r_)

As volatiles are released,a portionof thecoal is decomposed. The rate of changeof the uncomposed coal

due to both reactions in the competingreactionmodel is given as,

dm,.Idt= (_j/at)-(mv,ul_tl)

where, at t=O, m. is the inicialparticlemass (mp,,,),

The mass loss rate file due to heterogeneous char reactions is evaluated as follows, For the first order

heterogeneous reactioe(C + 1/2Oa-..* CO)at constant density,
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V- p.,k,:Yo,..,,_t,-

where

kc = Bcexp(-Ec/g,,'r)

B. St_:ies

Assuming cylindrical symmetry, the species conservation in cylindrical coordinates is writtenas

p(-_) ,pu, a--? -_) ] --w'-_,'1,k (2)

where

• _',,,, is the rateatwhich speciesk addedto thegasphasefrom the particlesandchemicalreactionsin thegas

phase,

• [,_ is speciesadditiondueto chemicalruction, and

Y_ is themassfractionof speciesK.

C. Enert,v

Assuming cylindrical symetry, the energy conservationin cylindricalcoordinates is given as

Ohz @hz D l 0 Ohz " ."
p --_-_..+p ux--j[ - p r-_(r-_)=fvh-w=hr (3)
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br is the thermalenthalpy

_' is the volumetric pr_uctioe of enthalpyresulting from convective heat transferbetween the gas phase

and the particles and chemicalreactionsin the gas phase,

2.3. Non-DimensionalForm

Let us introduce the following reference quantifies:

P (4a)
P:,_-aT,,t '

where R= R,/W and W is the molecularweight.

t,.,--(P":_"°)"_ (4b)
pD '

m" _9.9_- (P'°'
C,O

where p is the density of the gas ( determingp at T=T. and D at T=T.)

_r,,t,¢=41zpDRc,o , (4d)

h_.e-CpT,.,, (4e)

I,

,' and introducingthe following non_onal variables



2O

_=aco/r , (4g)

P'-P/Pz,t , (4h)

=t/t,.t= t ¢pD/p,._ o), ¢4 i)

w ,m._m m 2.=w,/,._,g=wm(ac,olpD), (4j)

_'_.;h'/_r,t,_=_'/(4_pDRc,o) , (4k)

,Js_l 2
W,/rez,f, Rc, pw,= g=_,_( o/ D) (41)

_m/[hmWh-_, _._,_h,.t, (4m)

where D is the gas phase diffusion coefficient, R_o is the initizl cloud radius, _d m' is mass flow rateperunit

length of cylindricalcloud.

In the spherical coordinate system w_ define a = m/m_t,, (m= 4"rrapu,) so that cx is the nondimmsionzl miss

flow rate zt " r ". hz order to reducethe complexities involved, the definitionsof the non-dimensionalvm'iables

reraain unchanged in the cylindricalcoordinate system. However, since d_'=2rrpu, in the cylindrical coordin_

system, or'is no longer non-dimensionaland can be thought of as thenon-dimensionalmass flow rateper unit length

of the cylinder. We put the prime on the a' term to distinguishit from that in spherical coordinatesystem.

The equation of continuity in cylindricll coordirmtebecomes

_{,(2Rc')( aa,& o -_---):w,,, (5a)

letting
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a,,2_'R_.o-_'/(2_pD) (5b)

Equation(5-,)becomes

a_

_p_/__3(_[)=w. (Sc)

Thtmwe usesimilarformof oquatio(aM ia s_)heric,)Jcoordinatesystem excop¢ that a' or lh' mustbeestimated

fromeq. (5"b)forcylindricalclouds.

theeq. (2) becomes

The derivationof the non-dimensionslenergyequationis similarto the species conserv,,tionequstioe.The

normalizedequationin cylindricalcoordinatesbecomes

Sh" _h".ab._.._:.+_,_¢_ -_(_ )-¢,(_ )-w_-,,,,,h.(7)P 8.r

h" is the nomutlizedthemudenth_py( h'= h/h,. ),

'_h is the volumetricproductionof mflutlpyresultingfromconvectiveheattransferbetweeathegasphase_1

thepm'ficlessad chemicalresc_ in thegas phase.
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1.4Volumetrictnrttloa

Let Z= beanydependentvm=51ez givenon a per volumebasiswhichts a functionof radialposition,LeaZ'

be the total =maotmtof z in the cloud per unit length, Then, in cylindrical coordinates,

Z'=fo"°Z"2 rdz (Sa)

Introducingthenon-dimeasiomdv_ables,

Z" 1

Equations (8) are ,,.reedto determinethe mass burning rateof the cloudwith z" = w==,

2.$ N_ma_call'reocedur_

An explicit upwind schemeis usedto solve the parabolic equations (5c), (6), and (7). The sourcetem W_',g,'=,

and g'b,with T,- (T#owas calculatedwith the given conditionsat t= 0 for (Th, (YO0,(mOo,('I'_, (.0,3o,and(d0o.

The properties at t= At, ?.At, 3At, ........ ect. were determined repeatedly by using the source terms

and the explicit method. Since the distancevariable _ is the reciprocal radius, the center of the cloudcouldnot be

entered for calculation since_--,m. The maximum value of xi used was 3. Thus the mass of the cloud within r=

R,./3 was neglected. However, the mass of the cloud within r = R_and r=R,./3 only comprise 3.7% of the initi.,I

cloud mass.

The runswere made on VAX computerand the results are shown in figures. CPU time for ignition is 5 to 10

minites, while CPU time forcombustionis above 20 minites.

n ' ' lr
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lJ..lmgoa.

The cylindrical cloud model without dissociation was used to obtain the Ignition results, The results are obtained

for ignition time vs. coal number density.

The coal number density was typical of number densities used in the experiments,

The following parametric cases were studied: (1) T..= 1000 K, (2) T.= ml00 K, (3)T..= 1250 K, (4) T.=

1300 g,

From fig. 2 to fig, 4, we can see that heterogeneous ignition occurs for low particle number density and ignition

time increases weakly with particle number density in heterogeneous ignition regime due to the increased heat sink.

As the particle number density is further increased, homogeneous ignition occurs and the ignition time decreases

until a minimum is observed a_d then increases again as the particle number density is further increased, lt hs sem

that the ignition time at 1100 K qualitatively agrees with experiment findings but differ quantitatively, Since there

may be slight preheating in the injector, an additional case was run with fuel preheat, Fig. 3 shows the results, The

time values are still larger. Three possible reasons are as follows:

a) Gas temperatures in the experment should be measured closer to the center since the wall temperature may

be cooler. Wall temperature was used in the theoreiticl predicti_a.

b) The model assumes pure diffusional mixing (zero relative velocity between fuel stream and carrier air)

while the fuel relative velocity in the experiment may be non-_ro. Thus there may be entrainment which accelarate

the mixing process. The diffusivity could be increasedd by a factor 2 to 5 in steps of 1.

c) The cloud expansion was neglected in the model, This must be included in the future model.

3.2. Combustion

3.2.1. Negli_ble Dissociation
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The resultsof cylmdnc_lcloudcombustionof coal particalsalsoshowthesimultaneousexi._m_ oi'two flamm:

inner flame pmpaglting into premixedvolatile_ and oxygen and outer diffusion flame,which htve been found in

spherical cloud combustion.

Let us consider an initially cold cylindrici cloud of monosized coal particles ( n- 7.3 × 10_ paticle_/m"1,d_,,

64 tam, P,_= 0.225 cre, T_.o-- Tp,o= 300 K ), is introduced into a hot quienscent oxidizing ato_ ( T.-'- 1500

K ). The ignition time for this situation is 67.3 ms. Fig. 5 to fig. 10 shows the results for the flame profiles at

different time intervals after ignition began. Once the cloud has been introduced, the surrounding ambience beau

the gas phase at the surface of the cloud and an enthalpy wave propagate into the cloud. The bulk gas phase in the

cloud heats the coal particles ( see fig. 5, just prior to ignition). Upon reaching the pyrolysis temperature, the

• particles release volatiles which diffuse out of the cloud into the surrounding high temperature environment. Once

the volatile concentration is high enough, ignition occurs at some location outside the cloud ( see fig. 6 ). Since the

combustion rate is faster than volatile production rate, the flame now propagates toward the cloud ( see fig. 7 ).

Once the flame moves the cloud surface, the particles heat up rapidly. Once ali the oxygen is co_ at the cloud

_utrface, two flames are formed; One which propagates into the cloud and the other which proptgates away from

the cloud ( see, fig. 8 to fig. 9 ). The flame which mov_ :ato the cloud _ ali the available oxygen in cloud.

Then only a pure diffusion flame is formed outside the cloud ( see fig. 10 ).

In order to obtain the effect of the cloud denseness on the combustion profile, Results are obtained for coal/air

ratios: 0.5, 1 and 2 ( accordingly, n= 3.26 x 109, 6.52 x 10*, and 1.3 x 10m particles/m3).

Fig. 11 shows the results for flame profile when coal/air ratio is 0.5. The ignition time found to be 55.29 ms.

However, the double flame did not appear for this dilute cloud, since the coal mass density is low and the cloud

does not release enough volatile for the flame to be supported inside the cloud.

Fig. 12 shows the results when coal/air ratio is 1 ( n= 6.52 × l0° pazicles/m 3) at T= 69 ms. The ignition time

for the present case is 65.05 ms. The double flame is clearly seen. The lX_ temperature of the outside flame isI

-_t 3014 K while inner flame is 2385 K.
I

it Fig. 13 shows the results when coal/air ratio is 2 ( n= 1.3 x lif o particlesdm-_) at t= 89 ms. The ignition time

ii for this case is 83.37 ms. _ peak temperature of the outer flame is 2683 K and inner flame is 1994 K. We can
i

, see that as the number of particles increase, more volatile are released and these volatiles can diff'use out into the

,, hotter zone outside the cloud. Thus, it is more likely that a flammable mixture can be formed m the gas phase

1 outside the cloud and ignite at decreased gas temperatures.
1
i

, ,
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3.2,2, Dissociation

The previoussectionassumedthatcombustionofcarbonmonoxideand volatilesiscomplete.'Thisassumption

may bejustifiedinthestudyofignition,wheretemperaturesareoforderof1200K. However,suchanassumptioa

hasleadtounrealisticallyhighflametemperatureson theensuingcombustion.Forthisreason,backwardresctiom

forCO: and H20 specieshavebeenaddedtotheexistinggroupcylindricalcombustionmodeland• compari,tomof

theresultsforflameprofilesisgivenwithand withouttheinclusionofthebackwardreactions.

CO:_CO + 1120:

H:O_H: + 1120:

The basecaseareasfollows:n= 7.3E+9 particles/m3,dp= 64 urn,R_= 0.225cre,andT,.o=T_,= 300 K.

Results are presented for both the cases of complete combustion and dissociation.

Fig. 14 shows the results for the flame profile at t= 71 ms, when the double flame Ims occured, but the

backward reactions are not included. The peak temperature of the outer flame is about 2843 K and the inner flam_

is about 2537 K. Fig. 15 shows the re.suits when the backward reaction for CO,.and H:O are included. The peak

temperature of the outer flame decreases to 2646 K and the peak temperature of inner flame decreases to 2465 K.

lt is seen that inclusion of backward reaction lowers the outer flame by about 300 K. However, the inner flame ham

been lowed by only about 70 K. Since inner flame temperature is low, there is very small effect of dissociation

reaction on the inner flame temperature. This effect can be seen more clearly in Fig. 16.

Fig. 17 shows the backw_ effect on concentration of C_. lt is seen that the peak values of CChhave been

suppressed due to the dissociation to CO:. However, the inclusion of backward reaction lowers the. CO2

concentration more greatly m the outer flame region than that in the inner flame region. Since inner flame

temperature is low, the two peaks on CO: are more apparant with dissociation reactioe than that without

dissociation.

For the cases studied, the dissociation of H,O has smaller effect on the Pam_ temperature than that of CO:,

hence no discussion is given an H_Odissociation.

4. Summary

(1) A group combustion model is presented for the ignition and combustion of a cylindrical cloud of coal
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particles.

(2) Results reveal heterogeneous ignition for dilute clouds and homogeneous ignitiocl for dea_ ciouds.

(3) Heterogeneous ignition time increase weakly with particle number density. As the particle number demity is

further increased, homogeneous ignition occurs and ignition time decrease_ until a minimum is c_$erved

then increase again as the particle number deasity is further increased.

(4) Results show the simultaneous existence of two flames: inner flame prof_-_uing into premixed vo_iles and

oxygen and outer diffusion flame.

(5) Inclusion of dissociation reaction decreases flame temperature and concentration of CO). However,

inner flame temperature is low, there is very small effect of dissociation reaction on the inner fhune

temperature.

Ap_ndix A.

Given: Vg--- 5.77 m/s, Dr= 0.45 cm, p,- 1300 kg/ar_, _-- 64 pm, m= 1.0 - 10.0 g/mm.

Estimate the coal number density, n, in the feed.

1. gas volume flow rate:

gas flow area Ai.= Tda:/4

= 3.14 x 0.0045_/4.0

= 0.1594 x 10"_m:

gas volume flow rate Q,= VA

= 5.77 X0.15904 x 10.4

= 9.1767 x 10"5m3/s

2. coal partide number density:

mass of each coal particle m)= (rd_)/6),o

= (3.14 x(64 x 106)_/6.0) x 1300

= 1.7844 x 10"*°kg

coal mass flow ram th_= 1.0 g/rain.

= 1.0 × 10"3160

= 1.66667 X 10"skg/s

panicle number flow rate l_ = m_,/mp

= 1.6667 x lfr s kg/s
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-93404 psrticles/s

The coal particle number density is given as

"= N/Qs
=9340419.1767 x 10"s

= !.0178 x los p_r'ticles/mj

The results are given below

rs= 5.77 m/s, dr= 0.45 cre, ps= 1300 kg/m3, di,= 64 _m

mp n (partides/m _)

0.01 1.0178 x 107
0.02 2.0356 x I0v
0.03 3.0534 x 107
0.04 4.0712 x 107
0.05 5.0890x 107
0.06 6.1068 x 10_
0.07 7.1246 x 107
0.08 8.1424 x 107
0.09 9.1602 x 107
0.10 1.0178 × lOS
0.20 2.0356 x IOS
0.30 3.0534x IOS

0.40 4.0712x IOs

0.50 5.0890 x IOS
0.60 6.1068 x IOs
0.70 7.1246x IOs
0.80 8.1424 x los
0.90 9.1602 x los
1.00 ' 1.1078 x IOS
2.00 2.0356 x 109
3.00 3.0543 x 10'
4.00 4.0712 x 109
5.00 5.0890 x 109
6.00 6.1068 x 109
7.00 7.1246 x 109
8.00 8.1424 X 109
9.00 9.1602 x I0 _

10.00 1.0178 x 10I°
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